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Preface to the corrected printing

Some two years ago the idea arose for a second (corrected) printing of my book
Formal Groups and Applications, Academic Press, 1978. The initiative originated
with the American Mathematical Society in the person of Sergei Gelfand.

Naturally the plan was to include an update chapter, outlining what had hap-
pened since 1978. I readily agreed to that, thinking that not all that much had
happened (except as regards interrelations of formal groups with algebraic topol-
ogy) and that some 100 pages would suffice for an update chapter.

I was vastly mistaken in my estimates. Meanwhile, I have collected well over
2400 relevant papers in published or preprint form and to do even marginal justice
to all this material requires a second volume of Formal Groups and Applications
comparable in size to the first one. That second volume, also to be published by the
American Mathematical Society, is now in the process of being written. Currently
it looks like the manuscript will be ready in the spring of 2013.

Meanwhile, here is a corrected printing of the original volume from 1978, com-
plete with some three pages worth of corrections and a few short addenda. None
of the corrections is very serious and all of the misprints involved can easily be
corrected by the (attentive) reader. Still it is probably worthwhile having them
listed.

There is little hope that I have really caught all misprints; so I will be grateful
for the signaling of additional misprints on the part of generous readers.

The original edition of Formal Groups and Applications has been out of print for
many years now and seems to be not always easy to get hold of even via university
libraries. So I hope and trust that this corrected printing will be useful.

Michiel Hazewinkel
Bussum, 18 June 2012
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λ-ring, E.2.1, 17.2
universal, on one generator, E.6.3

Landweber-Novikov operators, 31.1.8
Lazard comparison lemma,

see comparison lemma
Lazard ring, 1.5.3
Lie algebra

of a formal group (law) D9.7, D14.1,
D37.5.13, T14.2.3

free, D14.4.7, T14.4.9
Lie morphism, 14.3
Lie theory, formal, 14.2.3, 37.4
Lie’s third theorem, formal version, 14.5, 37.4.11
Lifting (a formal group law), 18.5.14
Local-global theorems (for formal group laws),

20.5
Logarithm
A, of a formal A module, 21.5.7, 25.4.6
of a formal group law, 5.4
of the formal group law of complex cobord-

ism, T31.1.7, T34.2.14
relation with log (1 + z), 36.3.1, 38.3.3

Lubin-Tate formal group law (formal A-
module)

adjointness theorem, T30.2.9, T30.2.10
as functional equation formal group laws,

8.3.6, 13.4
generalized, E9.7, D13.2.1, D30.1.8
more dimensional, 13.3
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